Since the first desktop PC with Internet access was installed, employees have been using company equipment and network connections for personal communications. For the most part, firms are willing to turn a blind eye to the occasional personal e-mail or off-topic Web browsing. As office e-mail and Internet connections become ubiquitous, many employees forget the basic facts - that those resources belong to the company and, as such, can be monitored by employers at will.

Canadian case law on workplace e-mail privacy has evolved more slowly than in the United States, which has seen a higher number of such cases come before the courts. In many cases, American courts have held that employees do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy when using their employer’s equipment, including the computer system. The use of the employer’s network to send and receive messages has been interpreted as providing implied consent to any monitoring the employer may feel is applicable.

Employees are also not expected to completely sacrifice their privacy while at work. In addition to monitoring e-mail and Web browsing by checking access logs on the company’s servers, an employer can keep tabs on everything happening on their staff’s desktop. “BigBrother” software programs allow employers to obtain a snapshot of an employee’s desktop at various times throughout the workday. The software, which runs undetected in the background via the PC’s network connection, automatically takes a screen-capture of the workstation’s desktop at selected intervals and stores those images to the server for later review.

This can be useful for employers who suspect that workers are squandering their time at work with non-Internet activities such as desktop games or other personal computing errands, like balancing their checkbook with the company’s financial software. Keystroke monitoring software can also be used to check the number of keys each employee strikes per hour, which is compared against company averages or expected performance levels. While employers may inform their staff of such monitoring devices, they are typically under no legal obligation to do so.

There are some uses of company resources that are obviously inappropriate, providing grounds for discipline or even dismissal. Downloading illegal information or inappropriate graphic files are blatant misuses of corporate equipment. Less obvious are issues concerning the transmission of sensitive company information or excessive personal e-mail, which may equally be of concern to employers.

Many employees bypass their corporate e-mail accounts when sending personal
messages at work, relying instead on Internet e-mail providers such as Yahoo or Hotmail. What they fail to realize is that these systems are no more secure from monitoring than any other data transmitted via their office network connection. A common error is to accept a cookie from such sites, storing your password on your desktop where a network administrator can easily retrieve it.

There are PGP encryption programs that can be downloaded and installed on your workplace desktop to provide e-mail that is secure even from your employer. However, doing so is akin to waving a red flag in the face of your employer, since it suggests that you have something very important to hide from them. As well, many companies have policies restricting what software can be installed on an individual desktop, making such an approach problematic at best.

Another alternative to installing software is to secure your online browsing via the use of an computer and the encryption provider’s server, transmitting all requested information in an encrypted format that is decoded only when it reaches your desktop.

This can be useful when searching for personal and sensitive information online, such as health information or banking needs. At the same time, the network administrator has access to logs of your Web surfing. Encryption servers will appear as a single Website that you visited again and again, a curious pattern that may spark further investigation.

Simply deleting information from your hard drive, such as erasing old e-mails, dumping browser history records, or moving files to the trashcan, is often not enough to eliminate inappropriate data. Many companies back up workstation information onto central storage servers, and e-mail programs may automatically save copies of messages sent and received in on the mail server as well as on the desktop.

Overall, your best policy is simply to restrict sensitive Internet communications to the one place that you can be sure your employer can not access them - your own equipment and network connection.
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